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Abstract. Single‑nucleus rna sequencing (snrna‑seq) is 
a method used to analyze gene expression in cells for which 
isolation is complex, such as those in hepatocellular carcinoma 
(Hcc) tissues. it constitutes an alternative to single‑cell rna 
sequencing (scrna‑seq) by analyzing the nucleus rather than 
the whole cell; however, whether it can completely replace 
scRNA‑seq in HCC remains to be clarified. In the present study, 
scrna‑seq was compared with snrna‑seq in tumor tissue 
obtained from patients with Hcc, using the 10X Genomics 
chromium platform. Seurat was also used to process the data 
and compare the differences between the two sequencing 
methods in identifying different cell types. in the present study, 
the transcriptomes of 14,349 single nuclei and 9,504 single cells 
were obtained from the aforementioned Hcc tissue. a total 
of 21 discrete cell clusters, including hepatocytes, endothelial 
cells, fibroblasts, B cells, T cells, natural killer cells and macro‑
phages were identified. Notably, a high number of hepatocytes 
were detected using snrna‑seq, while an increased number 
of immunocytes were identified in the tumor microenviron‑
ment using scrna‑seq. results of the present study provided a 
comprehensive image of human Hcc at a single‑cell resolution. 
Moreover, results of the present study further demonstrated that 
snrna‑seq may be adequate in replacing scrna‑seq in certain 
cases, and snrna‑seq performs at an improved level in hepato‑
cyte sequencing. combined use of the two sequencing methods 
may contribute to the study of intercellular interactions.

Introduction

advances in single‑cell rna sequencing (scrna‑seq) have 
revolutionized the ability to further investigate the transcriptional 

status of individual cells. Scrna‑seq has been successfully 
applied to identify cell types and understand complex subsets 
in various cancers, including lung (1), breast (2) and colon 
cancer (3). By contrast, single cells are challenging to recover 
entirely from certain tissues, such as brain tissue (4), and certain 
single cells, such as adipocytes (5), are incompatible with the 
droplet‑based single‑cell approach. Furthermore, scrna‑seq is 
restricted to fresh tissues and cannot be used in frozen tissues.

Single‑nucleus rna‑seq (snrna‑seq) provides a solution 
to the aforementioned issues, and has been used in pancreas, 
brain and archive tissues (6‑8). Snrna‑seq may be applied to 
preserved or inseparable tissues, avoiding the need to separate 
cells into single‑cell suspensions. it can preclude the potential 
changes in gene expression resulting from enzymatic cell sepa‑
ration methods (9,10). Previous studies have demonstrated a high 
degree of concordance in sensitivity and cell‑type classification 
between snrna‑seq and scrna‑seq (1,11,12). in addition, 
snrna‑seq has been indicated to possess unique advantages 
in capturing long non‑coding rnas and precursor micrornas 
in the nucleus (13). However, snrna‑seq exhibits a number of 
limitations. For example, Thrupp et al (14) demonstrated that a 
small number of genes enriched in microglial activation genes 
were missing from snrna‑seq data compared with scrna‑seq 
data in human microglia. This suggested that snrna‑seq is not 
suitable for detecting microglial activation in humans (14,15).

Hepatocellular carcinoma (Hcc) is the fourth leading cause 
of cancer‑related death worldwide (16). in 2015, there were 
854,000 cases of liver cancer and 810,000 deaths worldwide (17). 
HCC often develops from liver fibrosis, making it difficult to 
isolate tumor cells. To date, the majority of single‑cell sequencing 
studies in Hcc have focused on nonparenchymal cells (18), such 
as immune cells. There are few studies based on hepatocytes and 
hepatocellular‑nonparenchymal cell interactions (19,20).

The present study aimed to explore the differences 
between the two sequencing methods, to determine whether 
snrna‑seq can replace or complement scrna‑seq.

Materials and methods

Sample preparation. Tumor tissue samples obtained in 
March 2021 from a 65‑year‑old male patient with Hcc 
who underwent curative resection at Qingdao Municipal 
Hospital (Qingdao, china) were used to perform scrna‑seq 
and snrna‑seq. The present study was approved (approval 
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no. 2022003) by the ethics committee of Qingdao Municipal 
Hospital (Qingdao, china) and informed consent was obtained 
from the patient. Diagnosis was confirmed histologically.

For scrna‑seq, freshly excised tissue was rinsed with 
rPMi‑1640 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, inc.) and 
cut into 1‑2‑mm pieces. The samples were incubated at 37˚C 
for 40 min with digestive solution, containing 0.25% trypsin 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, inc.) and 10 µg/ml dnase i 
(MilliporeSigma; Merck KGaA) dissolved in 5% FBS 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, inc.). Samples were manually 
oscillated every 5 min, and filtered twice using a 40‑µm nylon 
mesh (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). Erythrocytes were 
removed using 1X Red Blood Cell Lysis Solution (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Inc.).

To ensure that each cell was paired with the beads in the gel 
bead emulsion, 10X library preparation, and sequencing beads 
with a unique molecular identifier (UMI) and cell barcode 
were loaded to a near saturation position. Polyadenylated rna 
molecules were hybridized with microbeads after exposure 
to cell lysis buffers. The beads are recycled into a test tube 
for reverse transcription. during cdna synthesis, the 5' end 
of each cDNA molecule identifies its cell of origin with the 
UMI and cell markers. In brief, 10X microbeads perform 
second strand cdna synthesis, splicing and universal ampli‑
fication. Sequencing libraries were prepared using randomly 
interrupted whole transcriptome amplifications to enrich the 
3' ends of transcripts associated with cell barcodes and uMi.

For snrna‑seq, chopped liver tissue was resus‑
pended in 0.5 ml cold nuclei eZ lysis buffer (nuc‑101; 
MilliporeSigma) and homogenized on ice with a dounce 
grinder. The homogenates were sequentially filtered through 
70‑ and 40‑mm cell filters (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) 
and centrifuged at 4˚C (speed, 1,000 x g) for 5 min to 
precipitate the nuclei. The precipitate was resuspended in 
1 ml cold washing buffer (PBS containing 2% bovine serum 
albumin; MilliporeSigma) and subsequently filtered through 
a 20‑µm cell filter (500 g).

Sequencing on the 10X Chromium platform. The chromium 
single cell 3' library was constructed using the chromium single 
cell 3' library, gel beads, and multiple kits and chip kits (10X 
Genomics) according to the manufacturer's instructions. cell 
suspensions with reverse transcription premixes and single cell 
3'‑gel beads were loaded onto a chrome single cell chip, with 
a single cell count of 2,000‑8,000 per reaction. Samples were 
treated using a 10X Genomics V2 kit. After cell lysis, the first 
strand cDNA was synthesized and amplified according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. The amplification cycle was set to 
12 cycles. The library was sequenced using illumina HiSeq X 
Ten sequencing system and the human reference genome was 
mapped using cellranger (10X Genomics) software (version 
5.0.0, https://www.10xgenomics.com/).

Data analysis. read demultiplexing and alignment to the 
Grch38 human reference genome were performed using 
cellranger. additional conservative cut‑off values were 
further applied based on the number of genes detected per 
cell (>200) and the percentage of mitochondrial uMi counts 
(<20%). Seurat (version 4.1.1, https://satijalab.org/seurat/) was 
used for further data processing and integration.

Anchors were identified using the FindIntegrationAnchors 
function with the default settings, which takes a list of Seurat 
objects as input. These anchors were used to integrate the two 
sets of data with the integratedata function.

identification of highly variable genes was performed 
using Seurat and the MeanVarPlot function with the default 
settings to identify the top ~2,000 variable genes.

cluster analysis was performed with Seurat using a 
graph‑based clustering approach. Briefly, the JackStraw 
function with the default settings was used to determine 
significant principal components (P<0.0001), and these 
principal components were utilized to generate the k‑nearest 
neighbours (KNN) graph based on the Euclidean distance in 
Pca (Principal component analysis) space. The edge weights 
between any two cells were refined based on the shared 
overlap in their local neighborhoods (Jaccard distance). cells 
were subsequently clustered according to a smart local moving 
algorithm, which iteratively clusters cell groups together with 
the goal of optimizing the standard modularity function. The 
resolution for the Findclusters function was set to 0.5. High 
modularity networks possess dense connections between the 
nodes within a given module, and sparse connections between 
nodes in different modules. clusters were visualized using a 
uniform manifold approximation and projection for dimension 
reduction (uMaP) plot.

differential expression analysis was performed in Seurat 
utilizing the FindAllMarkers function with the default settings.

Gene ontology (Go) annotations were analyzed using 
clusterProfiler (version 4.2.2, https://bioconductor.org/pack‑
ages/release/bioc/html/clusterProfiler.html). Adusted P<0.05 
was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. 
The barplot function was used in clusterProfiler for graphical 
visualization.

Monocle2 (version 2.22.0, http://cole‑trapnell‑lab.github.
io/monocle‑release/docs/) (21) algorithm was used to analyze 
the differentiation status of hepatocytes. The ordercells func‑
tion was used to sort and visualize cells arranged along a 
quasi‑chronological trajectory. using the differentialGeneTest 
function, the differentially expressed genes were calculated 
and visualized.

The Cel lphoneDB (version 3.0.0,  ht tps://pypi.
org/project/CellPhoneDB/) (22) algorithm was used to obtain 
receptor‑ligand pairs to analyze the interaction between Hcc 
cells and T cells. extracted normalized count data from the 
Seurat object were used as input.

all uMaP plots, violin plots and heatmaps in the present 
study were generated using Seurat functions combined with 
the ggplot2 and pheatmap R packages (version 4.1.2).

Results

RNA‑seq profiling and comparison of transcriptomes between 
single nuclei and single cells. in total, 14,349 single nuclei and 
9,504 single cells were isolated from the same Hcc sample 
and sequencing was performed. The integration and clustering 
results are presented in Fig. 1. notably, 97.1% single nuclei and 
97.9% single cells passed quality control (Table i). Snrna‑seq 
matched an increased number of genes (nFeature, 2,933 vs. 
1,297) than scrna‑seq. Moreover, scrna‑seq detected a higher 
number of counts (ncount, 42,940 vs. 25,070) than snrna‑seq 
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(Table i). ribosome‑ and mitochondria‑associated genes were 
identified at a higher rate using scrna‑seq than by using 
snrna‑seq (Fig. 1a and c), suggesting that the sample diges‑
tion step prior to scRNA‑seq exerts an influence on cell activity, 
and snrna‑seq may maintain cell activity at an improved rate.

Cell types identified with nuclei and cells. a total of 21 clus‑
ters were identified in the integrated data and were matched to 
seven cell types, according to the expression levels of marker 
genes (Fig. 1B, D and E). There were four types of immune 
cells: T cells (n, 6,903; represented by the marker genes CD3D 
and cd3e), macrophages/monocytes (n, 950; c1Qa and 

C1QB), B cells (n, 426; CD79A and IGHG1) and natural killer 
(NK) cells (n, 453; NCAM1 and FCGR3A). A total of three 
types of nonimmune cells were identified: Endothelial cells 
(n, 1,361; PECAM1 and PLVAP), hepatocytes [n, 9,999; ALB 
and apolipoprotein (APO)A1] and fibroblasts (n, 61; SOD3 and 
ACTA2). The expression of marker genes in each cluster is 
displayed in Fig. 1B. The cell number/proportion of each cluster 
is displayed in the supplementary files (Tables SI and SII).

The cell types and cell numbers identified by snRNA‑seq 
and scrna‑seq were compared and the results are provided in 
Figs. 2 and 3. an increased number of hepatocytes and endo‑
thelial cells were detected using snrna‑seq, and an increased 

Figure 1. integrated scrna‑seq and snrna‑seq datasets in Hcc to identify and characterize cell types. (a) Vlnplot of the ribosome proportion of two 
sequencing methods. (B) Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection visualization of 14,349 single nuclei and 9,504 single cells from the same HCC 
sample. clustering was divided into 7 main cell types. (c) Vlnplot of the mitochondrial proportion of two sequencing methods. (d) clustering was divided 
into 21 clusters. (E) Dotplot of marker genes expressed in T cells (CD3D and CD3E), macrophages/monocytes (C1QA and C1QB), B cells (CD79A and 
IGHG1), NK cells (NCAM1 and FCGR3A), endothelial cells (PECAM1 and PLVAP), hepatocytes (ALB and APOA1) and fibroblasts (SOD3 and ACTA2). 
snrna‑seq, single‑nucleus rna sequencing; scrna‑seq, single‑cell rna sequencing; Hcc, hepatocellular carcinoma. 
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number of T cells, B cells and NK cells were detected using 
scRNA‑seq (Fig. 2A and B). Moreover, ~95% of the hepato‑
cytes and 87% of the endothelial cells were obtained from the 
snRNA‑seq data, and 82% of the T cells, 77% of the B cells 
and 95% of the NK cells were obtained from the scRNA‑seq 
data. By comparison, the snRNA‑seq data was mainly 
composed of hepatocytes and endothelial cells, accounting for 
75 and 9% of the cells, respectively. The scrna‑seq data was 
mainly composed of T cells, B cells, macrophages and NK 
cells, accounting for 75.5, 4, 5 and 5% of the cells, respectively 
(Fig. 2c).

SnRNA‑seq identified a higher number of genes (nCount 
and nFeature) in hepatocytes and fibroblasts (Tables II and III; 
Fig. 2F and G). in the hepatocyte population, 1,089.046 genes 
(mean nFeature) were identified using scrna‑seq, and 
3,361.830 genes were identified using snRNAseq (4,634.638 
vs. 7,479.514 mean ncount). in the fibroblast subpopula‑
tion, 2,621.561 genes were identified using scRNA‑seq, and 
4,219.500 genes were identified using snRNAseq (8,661.491 
vs. 12,047.000 mean ncount). notably, other cell type 
clusters demonstrated a different trend. For example, in the 
T cell subpopulation, 1,061.945 genes were identified using 
scrna‑seq, and 1,015.813 genes were identified using 
snrnaseq (3,121.749 vs. 1,524.906 mean ncount).

Hepatocyte cluster analysis. a total of 9,999 hepatocytes were 
obtained, composing of clusters 0, 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16 and 19. 
overall, the snrna‑seq data contained the majority of cells 
(n=9,563) in the hepatocyte clusters, while the scrna‑seq 
data contained only part of the hepatocytes (n=436) in cluster 
9 (Fig. 2d and e; Fig. 3a; Table Si).

results presented in Fig. 4a demonstrated the differ‑
entially expressed genes in the hepatocyte clusters, and the 
top 20 genes are displayed in the heatmap. Go enrichment 
(biological process) results presented in Fig. 4B‑J demon‑
strated the differentially expressed genes in the hepatocyte 
clusters. By combining the differential gene expression and 
Go enrichment analysis results, the function of each hepato‑
cyte was analyzed in the subpopulation.

Table i. Quality control indicators from the cell ranger 
analysis.

Quality control indicator snrna‑seq  scrna‑seq 

Valid Barcodes, % 97.1 97.9
Valid uMis, % 99.9 100.0
Reads Mapped Confidently 44.7 15.2
to intronic regions, %
Mean reads per cell, n 25,070 42,940
Median Genes per cell, n 2,933 1,297

UMI, unique molecular identifier; snRNA‑seq, single‑nucleus RNA 
sequencing; scrna‑seq, single‑cell rna sequencing.

Table ii. number of counts of each cell type using different 
sequencing methods.

a, Single_cell_seq

cell type ncount_rna (mean)

B cell 5,615.354
endothelial cell 7,232.253
Fibroblast 8,661.491
Hepatocyte 4,634.638
Macrophage 5,799.175
NK cell 3,581.912
T cell 3,121.749

B, Single_nucleus_seq

cell type ncount_rna (mean)

B cell 1,861.378
endothelial cell 4,152.666
Fibroblast 12,047.000
Hepatocyte 7,479.514
Macrophage 2,213.186
NK cell 1,509.762
T cell 1,524.906

Seq, sequencing; NK, natural killer.

Table iii. number of genes in each cell type using different 
sequencing methods.

a, Single_cell_seq

cell type nFeature_rna (mean)

B cell 1,338.933
endothelial cell 2,511.374
Fibroblast 2,621.561
Hepatocyte 1,089.046
Macrophage 1,618.307
NK cell 1,336.354
T cell 1,061.945

B, Single_nucleus_seq

cell type nFeature_rna (mean)

B cell 1,154.816
endothelial cell 2,160.562
Fibroblast 4,219.500
Hepatocyte 3,361.830
Macrophage 1,248.745
NK cell 1,056.952
T cell 1,015.813

Seq, sequencing; NK, natural killer.
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Figure 2. Comparison of cell types and cell numbers identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (A) Barplot of numbers of T cells, macrophages/mono‑
cytes, B cells, NK cells, endothelial cells, hepatocytes and fibroblasts identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (B) Barplot of proportions of T cells, 
macrophages/monocytes, B cells, NK cells, endothelial cells, hepatocytes and fibroblasts identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (C) Barplot of cell 
compositions identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (D) Barplot of numbers of 0‑20 clusters identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (E) Barplot 
of proportions of 0‑20 clusters identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (F) Barplot of nFeatures of T cells, macrophages/monocytes, B cells, NK cells, 
endothelial cells, hepatocytes and fibroblasts identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (G) Barplot of nCount of T cells, macrophages/monocytes, 
B cells, NK cells, endothelial cells, hepatocytes and fibroblasts identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. snRNA‑seq, single‑nucleus RNA sequencing; 
scRNA‑seq, single‑cell RNA sequencing; NK, natural killer.
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cluster 0 exhibited differential expression of cYP3a5, 
MliP and eSr1, and ‘regulation of lipid metabolic process’ and 
‘triglyceride metabolic process’ were identified as the enriched 
terms in GO analysis (Fig. 4B). Cluster 2 exhibited high expres‑
sion of aTF5, GPaM and FGF12, and the enriched terms were 
mainly associated with ‘negative regulation of hydrolase activity’ 
and ‘blood coagulation, fibroclot formation’ (Fig. 4C). Cluster 4 
was marked by APOA2 and APOC1, and ‘regulation of lipid 
catabolic process’ was enriched (Fig. 4d). cluster 8 exhibited 
high expression of extracellular matrix‑related proteins, such as 
PRKG1, RBMS3 and ITGBL1, suggesting a function in matrix 
remodeling and cell migration (Fig. 4e). cluster 9 exhibited 
differential expression of MT‑nd2, MT‑nd4 and MT‑nd1, and 
‘negative regulation of blood coagulation’ and ‘negative regula‑
tion of haemostasis’ were identified as the enriched terms in GO 

analysis (Fig. 4F). Cluster 12 was marked by ASPM, DIAPH3 
and BRIP1, and cell proliferation‑related pathways, including 
‘mitotic nuclear division’ and ‘mitotic sister chromatid segrega‑
tion’ were enriched (Fig. 4G).

To analyze the temporal dynamics of hepatocyte differ‑
entiation, single cells were rearranged into a pseudo‑timeline 
using Monocle2, and the results of the analysis are presented 
in Fig. 5. results of the present study demonstrated the differ‑
entiation status of hepatocytes (Fig. 5a), and the distribution 
of different clusters was concentrated (Fig. 5c). The differ‑
ential expression of cells in different states of differentiation 
were analyzed, and genes with increased expression levels are 
demonstrated in heatmaps (Fig. 5B).

in summary, snrna‑seq retained multiple heterogeneous 
hepatocyte subpopulations, whereas scrna‑seq only retained 

Figure 3. Comparison of numbers of subclusters in each cell type between scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (A) Barplot of numbers of subclusters in hepatocytes 
identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (B) Barplot of numbers of subclusters in T cells identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (C) Barplot of 
numbers of subclusters in B cells identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (D) Barplot of numbers of subclusters in macrophages/monocytes identified 
using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (E) Barplot of numbers of subclusters in NK cells identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (F) Barplot of numbers of 
subclusters in fibroblasts identified using scRNA‑seq and snRNA‑seq. (G) Barplot of numbers of subclusters in endothelial cells identified using scRNA‑seq 
and snRNA‑seq. snRNA‑seq, single‑nucleus RNA sequencing; scRNA‑seq, single‑cell RNA sequencing; NK, natural killer. 
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Figure 4. Subgroup analysis of hepatocytes. (a) Heatmap of the top 20 differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte clusters (cluster 0, 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16, 19). 
(B) GO enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 0. (C) GO enrichment (biological process) results of 
differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 2. (d) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 4. 
(e) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 8. (F) Go enrichment (biological process) results of 
differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 9. (G) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 12. 
(H) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 15. (i) Go enrichment (biological process) results 
of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte cluster 16. (J) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in hepatocyte 
cluster 19. Go, Gene ontology.
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a single subpopulation (cluster 9), suggesting that this 
subpopulation may be insensitive to the digestion step prior 
to scrna‑seq and is easy to retain. Snrna‑seq possesses 
notable advantages in maintaining the heterogeneity of tumor 
cells in Hcc tissues.

T cell cluster analysis. T cells were the largest subset of 
immune cells, and there were significant differences between 
the two sequencing methods; thus, a detailed analysis was 
conducted.

a total of 6,904 T cells were obtained, including clusters 
1, 3, 6 and 11. The scrna‑seq data contained most of the 
cells in clusters 1, 3, 6 and 11, while the snrna‑seq data 
only contained part of the cluster 1 cells (Figs. 2d and e 
and 3B).

The results displayed in Fig. 6a demonstrate the differ‑
entially expressed genes in the T cell clusters, and the top 20 
genes are displayed in the heatmap. Fig. 6B demonstrates the 
marker genes of the four T cell clusters. Fig. 6C‑F demon‑
strates the Go enrichment (biological process) results for 
the differentially expressed genes in the T cell clusters. By 
combining the differential gene expression and Go enrich‑
ment analysis results, the function of each T cell cluster was 
analyzed.

Cluster 1 exhibited differential expression of INPP4B, 
THeMiS and ccr7, and ‘regulation of humoral immune 
response’ was identified as the enriched term in the Go 
analysis (Fig. 6C); thus, these cells were classified as naïve 

cd4+ T cells. cluster 3 exhibited differential expression of 
mitochondrially encoded MT‑nd1, MT‑nd2 and MT‑nd4, 
and ‘negative regulation of blood coagulation’ was identified 
as the enriched term in the Go analysis (Fig. 6d). cluster 6 
exhibited differential expression of TPX2, EZH2, GZMB and 
‘mitotic sister chromatid segregation’ and ‘sister chromatid 
segregation’ were identified as the enriched terms in the GO 
analysis; thus, these cells were classified as effector CD8+ T 
cells (Fig. 6e). cluster 11 exhibited the differential expres‑
sion of cTla4, dlGaP1 and TnFrSF18, and ‘negative 
regulation of endopeptidase activity’ and ‘negative regulation 
of peptidase activity’ were identified as the enriched terms in 
the GO analysis (Fig. 6F); thus, these cells were classified 
as depleted cd8+ T cells. overall, these results indicated 
that cluster 1 is associated with immune regulation, cluster 
3 is associated with coagulation, cluster 6 is associated with 
cell division and cluster 11 is associated with regulation of 
enzyme activity.

By comparison, results of the present study demonstrated 
that scrna‑seq retains multiple heterogeneous T cell subsets, 
while snrna‑seq retains only a single subset (cluster 1). These 
results suggested that scrna‑seq exhibits notable advantages 
in maintaining the heterogeneity of immune cells, particularly 
T cells.

The interaction between hepatocytes and T cells (ligand‑receptor 
interactions). T cells primarily act as tumor‑infiltrating lympho‑
cytes, and their interactions with tumor cells have received 

Figure 5. Pseudotime analysis of hepatocyte subclusters. (A) Plot of trajectory colored with pseudotime. (B) Plot of trajectory colored with subclusters (cluster 
0, 2, 4, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16, 19). (c) Pseudotime heatmap of differentially expressed genes (with high expression levels). 
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extensive attention. Thus, a comparative analysis was carried out 
in the present study (Table Siii, Fig. 7). The results demonstrated 
that snRNA‑seq identified a higher number of ligand‑receptor 

interactions (snrna‑seq, 115; combination, 98; scrna‑seq, 
43) between hepatocytes and T cells than the combination 
or single‑cell analyses (Fig. 7B‑D). In addition, snRNA‑seq 

Figure 6. Subgroup analysis of T cells. (A) Heatmap of the top 20 differentially expressed genes in T cell clusters (1, 3, 6, 11). (B) Vlnplot of marker genes 
expressed in four T cell clusters (c01 naive cd4+ T cells, c03 naive cd4+ T cells, co6 effector cd8+ T cells and c11 depleted cd8+ T cells). (c) Go enrich‑
ment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in T cell cluster 1. (d) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed 
genes in T cell clusters 3. (e) Go enrichment (biological process) results of differentially expressed genes in T cell clusters 6. (F) Go enrichment (biological 
process) results of differentially expressed genes in T cell clusters 11. Go, Gene ontology. 
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Figure 7. Interaction between hepatocytes and T cells. (A) Cell‑cell interactions following further screening using mean >1. (B) Ligand‑receptor interactions 
between hepatocytes and T cells (all, combined snrna‑seq with scrna‑seq). (c) ligand‑receptor interactions between hepatocytes and T cells (snrna‑seq 
only). (d) ligand‑receptor interactions between hepatocytes and T cells (scrna‑seq only). snrna‑seq, single‑nucleus rna sequencing; scrna‑seq, 
single‑cell rna sequencing.
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identified a similar number of ‘ligand‑receptor interactions’ 
between hepatocytes and T cells during the combined analysis, 
(Fig. 7B‑D) which may be associated with the low number of 
hepatocytes covered by scrna‑seq.

Moreover, the results displayed in Fig. 7a demonstrate 
the interactions following further screening with a mean >1. 
results of the present study demonstrated that T‑T interac‑
tion was not detected using snrna‑seq (mean >1). although 
snrna‑seq enriched a higher number of interactions, results 
obtained from the scrna‑seq may be more reliable.

Discussion

Scrna‑seq provides an advanced approach to the study of tumor 
cell heterogeneity and microenvironment. in the present study, 
the application of scrna‑seq and snrna‑seq methods in Hcc 
were analyzed, providing a novel reference for understanding the 
application scope and selection of different sequencing methods.

Cells identified using snRNA‑seq were mainly hepatocytes 
and fibroblasts, while the cells identified using scRNA‑seq 
were mainly immune cells. This difference may result from 
the depletion of hepatocytes during the sorting phase of 
scRNA‑seq, while immune cells are free and less likely to 
be subject to depletion. This result is also associated with 
the difference in sample processing (12). in the dissociation 
process of single‑cell sequencing samples, different cell types 
exhibit different dissociation efficiencies (23,24). Compared 
with immune cells, epithelial cells are more embedded in the 
extracellular matrix, so they are more difficult to decompose.

results of the present study demonstrated that scrna‑seq 
identified a low number of hepatocytes, which differed to the 
results obtained from previous studies (25,26). This may be due 
to Hcc exhibiting a large organizational heterogeneity (27). 
certain Hcc tissues contain a high number of Hcc cells, while 
others contain an increased number of non‑parenchymal cells, 
such as fibroblasts (27,28). HCC develops from hepatitis B 
cirrhosis, when liver tissue contains a lot of fiber and the number 
of liver cells is reduced (29). Moreover, cirrhosis makes tissue 
digestion difficult and time‑consuming; thus, liver cell activity 
decreases. on this basis, cell screening conditions (mitochon‑
drial ratio <20%) caused more liver cell information to be 
deleted. in addition, in western countries, Hcc is often due to 
alcoholic liver disease or non‑alcoholic fatty liver disease (30), 
which differs from hepatitis B‑related HCC. Therefore, the 
number of hepatocytes identified by scRNA‑seq will differ. This 
further indicates that snrna‑seq may produce improved results 
for HCC associated with hepatitis B cirrhosis than scRNA‑seq.

epithelial cells in Hcc tissue possess a high heterogeneity, 
which is an important factor affecting the course of disease 
and the corresponding therapeutic effects. results of the 
present snrna‑seq analysis revealed that there are numerous 
different cell types in the tumor epithelium in Hcc, which 
may play different roles in the progression of Hcc. However, 
results obtained from the scrna‑seq analysis consisted of 
only a small number of cells in a subpopulation. These results 
suggested that nuclear sequencing exhibits an improved appli‑
cation value in the study of tumor epithelial heterogeneity.

a large number of diverse immune cells, including T cells, 
macrophages/monocytes, B cells and NK cells, were identified 
using scrna‑seq. The T cell population included different 

subgroups: Naïve CD4+ T cells, effector cd8+ T cells and depleted 
cd8+ T cells. Notably, similar results were obtained during kidney 
studies (10). These results suggested that scrna‑seq exhibits an 
improved application value compared with snrna‑seq in the 
study of the tumor immune microenvironment.

The present study aimed to compare the differences between 
scrna‑seq and snrna‑seq methods in liver tissue, which may 
provide a novel theoretical basis for the selection of sequencing 
methods. in conclusion, the two sequencing methods may be 
used in combination to include both immune and epithelial cells.
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